This paper discusses thermodynamic models of air inside pneumatic actuator chambers. In servo-pneumatics common practice, these models are simplified by neglecting the temperature dynamics. Classical models in the literature assume the temperature inside the pneumatic chamber either to be constant or to follow a polytropic law. Furthermore, the mixing process of air entering the chamber and heat transfer between air and cylinder walls is often neglected or only implicitly taken into account.
Reduced-order thermodynamic models for servo-pneumatic actuator chambers 1 INTRODUCTION
is to neglect temperature dynamics and to consider a polytropic process with an index ranging from In order to control a pneumatic actuator accurately, a 1 (isothermal process) to 1.4 (adiabatic reversible model of the pneumatic system has to be established. process). Burrows [1] used a reversible adiabatic This model includes the pressure and temperature approach, Zalmanzon [2], Outbib and Richard [3] , dynamics of the two actuator chambers and the and Ning and Bone [4] an isothermal approach, and mechanical dynamics of the load. Therefore, even Andersen [5] and Chitty and Lambert [6] a polytropic neglecting the servo-valve and friction dynamics, approach. Furthermore, examples can be found in the complete model is a sixth-order model. This the literature [7] [8] [9] [10] where, although the pressure is inappropriate for control purposes since it is dynamic model is deduced assuming that the temmathematically difficult to handle and demands a perature follows a polytropic law, a further simplifimass or temperature observer as these variables cation in this model is introduced by neglecting cannot be correctly measured during operation.
temperature changes with respect to ambient tem-Servo-pneumatic systems are used in applications perature. This approach leads to a situation where where force or motion control is required. In both the polytropic index of pressure dynamics is tuneable situations the pressure inside the chambers is the but the temperature is fixed at ambient temperature. most relevant thermodynamic state variable since More recently, a new approximate model of a the control goals directly depend on it. Therefore, the pneumatic cylinder thermodynamic chamber was most typical solution to reduce the order of the model proposed in reference [11] ; based on experimental evidence presented in reference [12] , Richer and Hurmuzlu [11] use a polytropic-based model whose adiabatic evolution, the discharging process an iso-actuators. Those values were used as guidelines for the simulation studies developed in the present work. thermal evolution, and the process due to the movement of the piston is assumed to be intermediate This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the datum model of the servo-pneumatic between the previous two by accepting a polytropic index equal to 1.2. Again, although the processes are system used for comparison purposes. Section 3 presents the typical model reductions appearing in not necessarily isothermal, temperature fluctuations are neglected. The question that naturally arises is the literature and proffers some new approximate reductions. These reduced-order models propose not whether these approaches, which sometimes do not have physical meaning, provide good thermodynamic only different algebraic ways of including temperature but also different ways of taking into account models for pressure. Another question is which model to choose among the existing models. Before heat transfer through walls. In section 4 the performances of the several models presented in section 3 answering these questions an important issue is to know whether temperature in real servo systems has are compared by means of simulation studies. Finally, the main conclusions are drawn in section 5. significant changes over ambient temperature.
As observed in reference [12] , when using pneumatic cylinders for on-off movements, both the pressure and the temperature inside the cylinder 2 MODEL OF A SERVO-PNEUMATIC SYSTEM chamber experience wide variations. In that study, experimentally measured temperatures varied from 2.1 Servo-valve modelling 263 K when discharging to 323 K when charging.
A pneumatic servo-valve model may be partitioned When using pneumatic cylinders for servo-control, into two parts: a dynamic part for the spool and deviations of temperature from their equilibrium its actuator motion and a static part for the mass values are less pronounced but are not, as usually flow stage [9] . The bandwidth of the servo-valve is considered in the literature, negligible. This fact was typically much higher than the bandwidth of the experimentally observed in reference [13] , where the pneumatic actuator. The bandwidth of the system is temperature inside the discharging chamber of a therefore not limited by the servo-valve and conpneumatic cylinder was measured in a meter-out sequently its dynamics are often neglected [9] . This velocity control set-up. In that experiment, temperwill be the approach followed in this work. Consider ature changes of approximately 30 K were measured a typical four-way servo-valve as schematically during a full stroke movement of the piston. Another presented in Fig. 1 . way of illustrating this fact is to simulate the sixth-
The air mass flows that cross each restriction 1, 2, order system. For a pneumatic cylinder of 20 mm 3, and 4, may be determined using the expression [14] diameter and 100 mm stroke, which is excited by a random white noise reference, a change of
approximately ±1.5×105 Pa around the equilibrium pressure (P 0 =5.65×105 Pa) leads to temperature changes of approximately 20 and −30 K around ambient temperature (293 K). Full details of this
simulation will be given in section 4 for cylinder D, closed-loop simulation. This paper will focus on the thermodynamic modelling of pneumatic cylinder chambers. As previously explained, different studies use different (1) reduced models but there is not, as far as the present authors know, any work comparing them. This paper intends to shed some light on the subject by comparing different reduced-order models with the full-order model and determining each model performance. Whether using a reduced or a full model, it is important to assess the influence of the heat transfer coefficient between the air inside the cylinder chambers and its walls. The present authors have experimentally determined the heat transfer In this work, it is accepted that the areas of the servo-valve restrictions are matched 
. It is also assumed that there is no leakage of air where M is the external load mass plus the mass of when the spool is at the central position and that the moving parts of the cylinder. The frictional force
Again, Finally, it is accepted that there are linear the friction model is quite simple but suitable for relations between the command voltage u and the purposes of this work. For more information on the spool displacement (x v =k u u) and between the friction modelling, see reference [15] . spool displacement and the area of each restriction
Thermodynamic model From these assumptions, the relation between
Assuming that air is a perfect gas, that pressures and command voltage and each restriction area is given temperatures are homogeneous inside the chamber, by and finally that kinetic and gravitational energies of the fluid, viscous work, and cylinder mass flow leakages are negligible, the Reynolds transport
(2) theorem [16] applied to mass and energy in a fixed control volume with one-dimensional inlets and outlets gives
Real servo-valves, however, have leakage of air
Q between the spool and sleeve that determines the equilibrium pressure when the spool is at the central (4) position. With the assumptions made above, the equilibrium pressure P 0 is given by P 0
. In this work the supply pressure is P s =7×105 Pa and therefore P 0
It is worth noting that, even being a fairly simple model of In these equations, Q is the heat transfer between servovalve, it suits the goals of this work since it air inside the cylinder and its walls and T in is the is focused on the thermodynamic model of the temperature of air entering the chamber, assumed chambers.
to be ambient temperature (T in =T amb ). This model is widely referenced in the literature as correctly 2.2 Mechanical modelling describing temperature and pressure evolution inside a pneumatic chamber [7, 10, 17]. Therefore, it will be Consider the pneumatic cylinder schematically used as the datum model in this work. represented in Fig. 3 . Applying Newton's second law results in
MODEL ORDER REDUCTION
The model given by equations (4) and (5) is not suitable for control purposes for the reasons presented in section 1. In order to simplify this model, the temperature is naturally the state variable to remove since force and motion state directly depend on pressure (see equation (3)). This reduction is 
Another relevant issue concerns the heat transfer through walls. It is widely accepted (see, for example, Note that, although models M 1 and M 3 are partireferences [7] , [10] , and [17] to [19] ) that Q can be cular cases of model M 2 , they will appear individually correctly determined by so that their performance can be directly compared
with the other models.
In order to enhance the quality of the previous where models, a new model was proposed in reference [11] . Based on experimental evidence presented in refer- [12] , the model assumes that the incoming flow process is adiabatic, the outgoing flow process is the heat transfer coefficient [19] . However, based is isothermal, and the flow process due to piston on the argument that the heat transfer coefficient movement lies between isothermal and adiabatic is difficult to determine, classical works on servoprocesses. This is achieved by considering different pneumatics do not use equation (7) . Instead, the perpolytropic indexes in equation (10): the incoming fect gas equation PV=mRT is directly differentiated, flow term is affected by n=1.4, the outgoing flow by giving n=1, and the piston movement term by n=1.2. This model will be called M 4 and is defined as follows.
Model M 4 When using a polytropic model for temperature evolution, equation (9) reduces to
In the model represented by equation (10), n is The models presented so far consider that temthe polytropic index that can be adjusted from perature fluctuations over ambient temperature are 1 (isothermal process) to 1.4 (adiabatic process).
negligible. In order to study the effects of this There are several examples in the literature that use assumption, a model similar to M 2 but considering equations (6) and (10) with a further simplification;
temperature changes inside the chamber is conalthough to achieve equation (10) a polytropic sidered. It is called M 5 , was used for simulation temperature evolution was assumed, it is common purposes in reference [10] with n=1.2, and is practice to consider that temperature fluctuations defined as follows. over equilibrium temperature are negligible and Model M 5 therefore T=T 0
. For instance, this model was used in reference [3] with n=1, in references [7] to [10] with n being experimentally tuned, and in reference
[20] with n=1. 4 . In order to compare these different options, models M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 are defined as
are the typical models used in T =T 0 servo-pneumatics literature. All these use a polytropic law for temperature when replacing dT/dt in
. As a consequence, these models lose the heat transfer process that occurs by mixing Model M 2 between air entering the chamber and the air inside it. In order to evaluate the impact of this loss, model
was defined as being similar to model M 5 but with a constant temperature in the incoming flow dP dt with the mixing process considered.
ends the set of models where Q is calculated in an implicit way. As previously stated,
T this approach is justified in the classical literature by the difficulty in determining the heat transfer (8). However, the present authors have developed a simple procedure to Finally, models M 9 and M 10 are similar to model estimate it experimentally, based on the thermal time M 8 but use progressively more complex heat transfer constant method [21] , and it is therefore pertinent models: model M 9 uses equation (11) and model M 10 to evaluate the behaviour of models explicitly uses equation (7). accounting for the heat transfer. Furthermore, it would be interesting from a mathematical point of Model M 9 view to simplify the heat transfer model (7) . In order to do so, note that a simplified version can be
(n−1)/n achieved by neglecting temperature and pressure fluctuations with respect to their equilibrium values. The heat transfer coefficient can then be expressed
Model M 10 Furthermore, considering an average heat transfer area A 9 q defined as
an even more simplified heat transfer model can be obtained by substituting equation (12) into Note that there are some interesting relations equation (7) to give between models implicitly and explicitly accounting for heat transfer through walls; if an adiabatic pro-
with an adiabatic process (n=1.4). If Using equation (13) 
, which is intended to model adiabatic processes. This inconsistency is justified by the simpli-
fication process leading to M 3 ; although the pressure index of M 3 is adiabatic, temperature changes are neglected. Table 1 reviews the main features of the 
Polytropic c 4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON cent of half the stroke in each direction. As previously stated in section 2, the bandwidth of the pneumatic servo-system is limited by the bandwidth of the To compare the performance of the different models pneumatic actuator, which typically is lower than when predicting pressure, several simulation studies 10 Hz. Therefore, the Gaussian and PRBS signals on two types of symmetrical cylinder were run. The have a bandwidth of approximately 10 Hz in order cylinder's features are presented in Table 2 . The tool to excite the system fully. The most important used to perform the simulations was MATLAB/ features of the excitation signals are presented in Simulink with a Dormand-Prince integrator and a Table 3 . fixed integration step of 1 ms.
In terms of servo-valve features, values of k x k u = Each cylinder with the full-order model [equations 1×10−7 m2/V for cylinder D and k x k u =1×10−6 m2/V (4), (5) , and (7) for each chamber] was tested in two for cylinder E were assumed. Since the maximum types of simulation: open-loop ( Fig. 4 ) and closedinput to the servo-valve was limited to 10 V, these loop (proportional) control (Fig. 5) . The open-loop parameters allow a maximum flow (choked flow simulation was excited by a pseudo-random binary at supply pressure and ambient temperature) of signal (PRBS) (implemented with a Gaussian random approximately 100 slpm for cylinder D and 1000 slpm number generator followed by a sign function) and
for cylinder E. the closed-loop simulation by a Gaussian random
The thermal conductance k 0 [=l 0 A q (x 0 )] of three number generator. In order to prevent the piston industrial actuators was experimentally determined from reaching the end positions in the open-loop and results ranged from approximately 0.2 to 0.5 W/K. simulation, the sign of the input signal to the valve Therefore, the simulations were made using a central was forced to change when the piston reached 96 per range enclosing these values plus two extreme situations: a very 'adiabatic' k 0 =0.02 W/K and a After running the full-order model simulations, the command signals u, position x, and velocity ẋ were collected to make each of the reduced models run as presented in Fig. 6 .
The polytropic index n of the models in section 3 was varied from 1 to 1.4 with a step of 0.5. There- Table 4 Heat transfer coefficients used in the simulation study loop simulation, and k 0 =2.5 W/K. The initial pressure and temperature of chambers A and B are P 0 and T 0 and the piston's initial position is x=0. A force of 300 N ( Fig. 7(a) ) is applied at time 0, causing the piston to move against an end stop positioned at x=−0.015 m ( Fig. 7(b) ). The force is maintained -cylinder-type will be called an experiment E j and (f) respectively. The settling times were calcu-( j=1, 2, … , 16), according to the coding used in lated using a 1 per cent criterion applied to the DP Table 5 .
and DT values defined in these figures. The final An important question is how to determine the pressure and temperature of chamber A and the simulation time in order to guarantee an informative final pressure and temperature of chamber B in experiment. For linear systems, this problem can this example are P A =5.276×105 Pa, T A =292.93 K, be solved by determining the settling time of the P B =5.294×105 Pa, and T B =293.12 K respectively. system's free response. However, for non-linear Table 5 presents the settling times obtained for all systems, this is still an open problem and, in order the experiments. to circumvent it, the settling time t s of the non-linear The values underlined in Table 5 are the highest equations describing the cylinder behaviour was settling times for each cylinder and experiment. The (over)estimated. This was done in simulation by prosimulation times used for performance comparison viding a constant zero excitation signal to the system, (Table 6 ) were chosen to be at least ten times higher applying an external force to move the piston and than these values. The performance criterion was the then releasing the force, which caused the cylinder error between the pressure given by the complete to move to an equilibrium position. Note that in the model (equations (4), (5) , and (7)) and the pressure open-loop simulation the cylinder's inlets and outgiven by each of the models presented in section 3. lets are permanently closed during the experiment In order to take into account pressure in both since the servo-valve is assumed to have no leakage. chambers, the error vector analysed was the con-These simulations were run for all the heat transfer catenation of the error in chamber A with the error coefficients considered in this work, for cylinders D in chamber B. and E and for the open-and closed-loop simulations.
Considering the results obtained by each model In each of these, the settling time of pressure and with n leading to the lowest mean square error (MSE) temperature were determined using a 1 per cent (Fig. 8) , it is seen that model M 4 has clearly worse criterion. As an example, Fig. 7 presents the results obtained with this simulation for cylinder D, closed-results than all the others, and will be therefore excluded from most of further comparisons. On the other hand, there is no unique best model for all experiments; so the selected performance criterion was the average mean square error (MSE) defined as
In equation (14), M i stands for the model i, i=1, 2, … , 10 and N E is the total number of experiences (N E =16). Figure 9 presents the average MSE, the 10 per cent and 90 per cent percentiles of the MSE for each model on a logarithmic scale. Three levels of error appear: the 'high' level consisting of models M 1 , M 2 , and M 3 , the 'central' level consisting of models M 5 and M 6 , and the 'low' level consisting of models M 7 , M 8 , M 9 , and M 10 . Analysing the six best models (Fig. 10) , the best performance are achieved by models M 7 , M 8 , M 9 , and M 10 , which are essentially indistinguishable. These results suggest that the best reduced models are M 7 , M 8 , M 9 , or M 10 . Naturally, among these models, M 7 would be the natural choice since it is the simplest.
In terms of the expected error and dispersion of the models, and to cope with the different experiments, the expected value m and standard deviation s of the error were determined as [22] ).
Fig. 7
Determining the minimum simulation time required to perform an informative experiment Cylinder D  300  60  60  60  300  60  60  60  Cylinder E  1800  360  120  60  1200  600  120  60 4. There is not sufficient evidence of performance cylinder, the best model and the (constant) n parameter to use could be determined. This should gain by considering heat transfer dependences on be done for different 'levels' of heat transfer: an area, pressure, and temperature.
'adiabatic' level corresponding to k 0 =0.02 and However, there is a practical shortcoming in these k 0 =0.1 W/K, a 'typical' level corresponding to k 0 =0.1 results; they were derived using the best n parameter and k 0 =0.5 W/K and an 'isothermal' level correfor each model and experiment which is not, for the sponding to k 0 =0.5 and k 0 =2.5 W/K. Results from six best models, constant (Table 8) .
this exercise are presented in Table 9 . From a practical standpoint, it would be useful that, Figure 11 presents the average MSE and the 90 per cent and the 10 per cent percentiles of the MSE on given an experimental k 0 measure of a pneumatic 
CONCLUSIONS
This work has focused on the thermodynamic model of air inside a pneumatic cylinder chamber. Although the use of reduced-order models to describe the Fig. 10 Performance comparison: mean MSE for the pressure evolution is widespread, the choice of which six best models model to select is typically made in an ad hoc way. In order to guide this choice, a comparison between classical reduced-order models and some In applied to the second and third situations would the first situation, ṁ 1 is subsonic and ṁ 2 is sonic. result in false propositions. In the second situation, ṁ 1 and ṁ 2 are sonic. In the third situation, ṁ 1 is sonic and ṁ 2 is subsonic.
